Title: MOBILE GLOBAL VIRTUAL BROWSER WITH HEADS-UP DISPLAY FOR BROWSING AND INTERACTING WITH THE WORLD WIDE WEB

Abstract: This disclosure describes a new method to browse and interact with the World Wide Web and other users while mobile comprising the following components: 1) a mobile communications device including but not limited to Blackberries, personal data assistants, or smartphones; 2) special glasses or viewing surface including but not limited to LCD (liquid crystal display) glasses, 3-dimensional goggles, or Organic LED (light emitting diode) panels; 3) a data input device including but not limited to a data glove, finger sensor, data input pen, or gesturing device; 4) a mobile communications device headset; and 5) a third generation or more powerful wireless carrier, Voice over IP provider, or a wireless LAN technology such as WiFi or, Wi-Max, or Bluetooth.
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